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ABSTRACT: Gaudi’s church for the workers’ settlement is one of the most important works of the Catalan architect. Only the basement floor with crypt was built, the entire church above was not realised. All documents of
this project were destroyed in the civil war, only the photos of the famous suspension model still exist.
Starting in 1983 with the reconstruction of the suspension model based on old photos, since several years we
have been working in Innsbruck on the reconstruction of the original church design. The paper explains the
complex process, in which all available sources were newly recorded, interpreted and conclusively connected to accomplish a precise and detailed reconstruction of the lost project.

Antoní Gaudí designed two churches, which could not be more different in terms of outward appearance. On
the one hand, we have the monumental Sagrada Familia, which dominates the cityscape of Barcelona, and,
by comparison, the modest town-church of Colónia Güell. Neither one of them, however, was Gaudí able to
complete. In fact, construction work is still being done on the Sagrada Familia today. It was never resumed on
the unfinished smaller church, which Gaudí was forced to postpone for lack of funds in 1914. Gaudí was only
able to complete the lower level with the crypt.
Gaudí designed his smaller church for Colónia Güell, a housing colony for workers. In 1890, Eusebi Güell had
the colony built for his workers next to his textile mill in the vicinity of Barcelona. Colónia Güell is an important
example of the European garden city projects of this period. Güell commissioned Antoní Gaudí’s office to design and build the project. Antoní Gaudí himself took on the construction of the church. He chose the pinecovered hill above Colónia as the site for the church – it should crown the town.
Gaudí started building the church a hundred years ago. Prior to this, he had worked on the design for an entire decade. The way in which he created the design is unique in architectural history. The church of Colónia
Güell was a testing ground for the architect. Gaudí was no longer a novice. On the contrary, he had already
enjoyed fame for quite some time. And nevertheless he saw the commission as an opportunity for radical departures, experimentation and fundamental new developments – expressed in the column inclined in the direction of pressure, the branched column, the folded wall and the vaults in the form of hyperbolic paraboloids. The solutions he came up with were immediately transferred to other projects – above all to the designs
of the Sagrada Familia, which were constantly being revised. Gaudí himself saw the church of Colónia Güell
as a monumental model of his big church.
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This design was allowed to evolve free of time constraints, of requirements imposed by others (as was the case
in the Sagrada Familia) and free of the pressure of having to produce a work of grandeur. And consequently,
this design must be considered one of Gaudí's most coherent works in terms of structure and design. The design resulted from a special method of “form-finding”. Gaudí used a hanging model with weighted threads.
The principle of inverting the catenary to find the optimal form of vaults was not at all new. The forces along a
hanging chain are pure tensile forces. Consequently, only compression forces will act on vaults that follow the
form of an inverted – or upside-down – catenary. By using this trick of inverting the catenary curve, which forms
itself by its own dead weight, you can achieve optimal vault shapes without tensile or bending forces. We assume that Gaudí discovered this method from the literature on neo-Gothic architecture. What he didn't know,
however, was that he was using a discovery that was made in 1670 by Robert Hooke.
Gaudí was the first of all architects to use this design procedure to develop a holistic and very complex building structure. For ten years, Eusebi Güell gave the architect and his team of assistants the opportunity to carry
out research and development on a giant hanging model, which was four metres high and six metres long.
The team included two architects and a structural engineer. They used the model to investigate the shapes of
all the vaults of the entire church. The design procedure they used was as unusual as the objective itself.
Gaudí used the structural shape they had optimised through experimentation to create a completely new architecture. The correct structural form was simultaneously the architectural form. This is what was new and
revolutionary about his design. This is the first concrete attempt in the Modern Age to achieve a new synergy
between structure and art.
The model consisted of textile threads, which represented the columns, arches, vault ribs and walls or the pressure lines that ran through them. The loads of the individual elements were simulated with small bags filled with
lead shot. It was a complex interplay of experimentation with the model and architectural design. The highly
sensitive equilibrium of the model could only be modified in a holistic process. Every modification had an impact on adjacent areas, possibly even on larger areas of the model or even on the entire structure. Fortunately, a series of historical photos of the hanging model was preserved. The team invested a great deal of
time and energy in these photos.
For the photo (fig.1 ), the hanging model was lined with fabric to only show the front threads of the model and
make it easier to read. The model was made on a scale of 1 to 10 in a timber building right next to the building
site of the church. When the church was constructed, the individual points needed were measured on the
model and then transferred to the building site. There is no knowledge of the existence of the usual drawings
that you usually have for building projects. The hanging model was the only complete design.
What Gaudí did do, however, was produce some more views, most probably to give his client a better idea of
what the interior and exterior of the church would look like. To this end, he painted over photos of the hanging
model (fig. 2). The photo (fig. 3) shows what parts of the building have been completed. The comparison
clearly shows that the majority of the building is missing – that it wasn't built.
Two such drawings of the interior of the church and altogether four of the exterior were preserved. Unfortunately, these drawings do not produce a complete picture of the entire edifice when pieced together. The
fact that the hanging model was lost in the tumult of the civil war also means that the entire design of the
church was lost.

Figure 1 (left): Original hanging model. Foto 1912;
Figure 2 (right) View of the church, painted over the photo no. 1 by Antoní Gaudí
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It was obviously an extremely difficult and long-winded process to translate the shapes in the model into an
actual building, to construct the complex forms of the columns of natural stone and produce the highly complex masonry details. Gaudí was still designing and changing details on the building site. And his regular presence on the building site was needed for the work to be continued. It took a full six years to complete the
lower level and build the natural stone columns of the upper church, which are not used.
The crypt is one of the most complex interiors in European architecture (fig. 4). In the literature, the design language used by Gaudí is considered wild, rough, irrational, indescribable, and of unbridled extravagance. For
a long time no one understood that the design was derived from the structural requirements. Every linear element you can see here, that is to say every column, every arch and every rib, is represented by an individual
thread in the hanging model. In the centre, the four undressed basalt columns are inclined in the direction of
pressure. All the other columns are built of brick. All of them are at an angle – only one column is straight. The
polygonal forms of the thread model have been precisely replicated in brick. The polygonal arch angles off
wherever the rib acts on it – just like the thread model. The only difference is that the ribs are indicated as flat
circular segments. They bear the thin, level brick ceiling, which is simultaneously the floor of the upper church.
So the ceiling construction is not a vault but a plane surface, which is borne by the closely-knit network of ribs.
We only have curved brick caps over the windows. As far as the exterior walls are concerned, you have to
imagine that the threads represent the edges, in other words the ridges and valleys. The surfaces in between
could not be represented in the thread model. In his search for wall shapes that harmonised with the polygonal structure of the model, Gaudí finally came up with the hyperboloid paraboloid.
This impressive piece of architecture naturally makes us very curious as to how Gaudí intended to continue its
upper structure – as to what Gaudí’s design of the upper church looked like. What a shame that Gaudí was
not able to realise this very design, for it is one of Gaudì’s key works and a milestone in the early Modern Age.
What was worse was that the loss of the hanging model meant that the design itself had been lost.
We took exactly the same amount of time for the reconstruction as Gaudí took for his design: a full ten years. I
first started to concern myself with the project, however, a lot earlier.
In 1983, Jos Tomlow, Arnold Walz and I replicated Gaudí’s hanging model. We were commissioned by
“Kunsthaus Zurich” and made the model at Frei Otto’s “Institut für Leichte Flächentragwerke” (Institute for
Lightweight Structures). Our reconstruction is on display today in the crypt of the Sagrada Familia (fig. 5). We of
course knew that it would still take a great deal of work to be able to move on from the reconstruction of the
hanging model to the reconstruction of the actual design. The hanging model does not represent the actual
architecture of the church but merely the structural system of the pressure lines in the walls and vaults. The abstract thread structure of the model does not reflect the stone architecture of the church (figs 6,7).
I carried out our new research project with Leonid Demjanov, lecturer at the Moscow University of Architecture
and longstanding guest professor at our department in Innsbruck. The project turned out to be even more
complex than we had originally feared. But neither of us ever thought of giving up because the new insights
we were constantly gaining were just far too exciting – and the design that gradually unfolded before our eyes
was far too fascinating. The numerous students and colleagues who took part in the project over the years also
fell victim to this fascination.

Figure 3 (left): The Crypt in the Colónia Güell, the same view as no. 2
Figure 4 (right): Interior of the Crypt
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Figure 5: Reconstruction of Gaudí’s hanging model, R. Graefe, J. Tomlow, A. Walz, Institut of lightweight structures, University of Stuttgart, 1983. The model is exhibited in the crypt of the Sagrada Familia
The objective of our research was to draw as precise and authentic a picture of the overall design as possible.
Drawing on all the sources available and piecing together an overall picture proved to be extremely difficult
both in terms of technology and methodology. The singular complexity of the design also posed problems, for
it is even more complex than that of the Sagrada Familia, which is by no means simple.
This small brass model (fig. 8) was the basis of all further research work. It is an upright version of the hanging
model, which we reconstructed. It was made by three students in the crypt of Sagrada Familia in front of our
hanging model. It only presents the upper church. It is a rough model, which is not true to scale, but it was indispensable for all further steps and a fantastic performance on the part of our students.
It’s impossible to describe all the individual steps we took in detail. But there were three main sources of information that we drew on for the reconstruction of the design. First, the crypt that had already been built: we
used the crypt, so to say, as a launch-pad for the upper structure of the church; second, the historical photos
of the hanging model and third, the few renderings that Gaudí himself had produced by painting over the
photos. It was a matter of combining all these data in a conclusive manner.

Figures 6 + 7: Reconstruction of Gaudí’s hanging model + interior of the Crypt (same view)
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Figure 8 (left): Brass model 1:50, Institute of Architectural History, Innsbruck 1999; Figure 9 (right): Longitudinal
section (1:100), reconstruction: R. Graefe, L. Demjanov, drawing Ekaterina Antonova 2004
We measured and analysed the parts of the building that were important for the reconstruction by hand and
by means of photogrammetry. Construction work had been started on some parts of the upper church above
the crypt. But you can only understand how these parts would be continued if you have a clear understanding
of the hanging model. The special thing about the “form-finding” method that Gaudí used for his design is that
it guarantees strict adherence to the design during construction. If any modifications are made, they have to
be made within this holistic system. By determining the design in the hanging model, Gaudí only had room to
manoeuvre when it came down to the details. He could no longer change the shape, dimensions and weight
of the building elements because it would upset the sensitive balance of the construct as a whole.
In the crypt, it was a matter of documenting and analysing an impressive array of different details. Some of the
details were designed as sample solutions and tried out in the crypt so that they could be implemented again
in the upper church. But the existing parts of the lower level were not just building blocks or modules that could
simply be put together for the construction of the upper level. We know that Gaudí liked variety; he liked to try
things out and develop new details during construction work. So we can confidently assume that he would not
have simply repeated the same solutions in the upper church. That means that we would have to decide from
case to case to what extent we could draw conclusions from the design of the crypt for the details of the upper church.

Figure 10 (left): Brass model 1:25, study 2002-2008, Institute of Architectural History, Innsbruck; Figure 11 (right):
Photogrammetrical analysis of the historical photos, Surveying and Geoinformation and Institute of Architectural History, University Innsbruck, Klaus Hanke, Michael Moser
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Students from the universities of Innsbruck and Moscow played an active part in the survey and research. Colleagues from Innsbruck’s department of geodesy also participated. Leonid Demjanov brought on board colleagues from Moscow whose drawing virtuosity simply amazed us. It is thanks to them that we now have a
whole series of brilliant drawings made by hand. A small team of the Innsbruck architecture students (teamleader Thomas Grabner) also impressed us with an outstanding digital 3D model. In other words, we used all
the methods of documentation and rendering that are available today. Both traditional and modern methods
were carried out by top experts and constantly combined to produce the best possible synergies.
The historical photos of the hanging model were important and trying documents throughout our work. The first
results produced by our geodesists, which took many attempts to complete: The four main arches of the loadbearing structure documented with great precision. This was an important step towards being able to grasp
and measure the overall structure. On the basis of this result, we moved on using various approaches. Step by
step, we coordinated our progress working simultaneously on hand-drawings, a three-dimensional computer
model and two models on a scale of 1:25. The drawings and the models were the means to gradually reconstruct the design.
A whole series of hand-drawn sections was produced. The drawing (fig. 9) shows the first result that was produced following the evaluation of all the insights we had gained and lengthy studies of proportions. This result
is already very close to the final reconstruction. This beautiful drawing was done by Katja Antonova. You can
see that the church hunches its back.
Many architecture students from Innsbruck University were also involved in the development and construction
of models and numerous detail studies over the years. This photo (fig. 10) shows the work we did on an upright
version of the hanging model. We tried to incorporate the changes that Gaudí later made on the building site.
This model is of welded brass and was constantly modified and improved.
The most important breakthrough, however, was when we used photogrammetry to fully document the 100year-old photos of Gaudí’s hanging model. This was the first time that an analysis of such complex historical
photos was achieved. The daunting job of carrying out this exacting investigation was completed by Michael
Moser with the support of our colleague Klaus Hanke. The analysis enabled us to capture the design and grasp
many new details with far greater precision. This was a stroke of luck for the project.
This photo (fig. 11) shows the parts of the model structure, which could be documented by means of photogrammetry. So you can see, the structure still had big gaps. These areas could not be documented by means
of photogrammetry. To fill these gaps – in order to complement the missing parts of the buildings, we had to
do comprehensive studies with models and drawings. The information we used for these studies did not only
stem from the sources I have already mentioned. In several cases we benefited from the fact that Gaudí had
modified the solutions he had developed specially for the church and employed them in other buildings. We
were therefore able to draw conclusions from examples in other buildings.
Our second model (fig. 12) is the result of many individual steps. It shows the inner load-bearing structure of the
upper church above the crypt. We realised that the brick construction would by no means be a simple undertaking. What you can see – however, only in part – is the inner skeleton consisting of columns, round piers and
arches. The ribs are missing. Like the ribs of the ceiling construction in the crypt, they would have taken the
weight of several galleries and the roof terrace.
This church design is a composition of various historical references, which, however, have been fused and
modified with outstanding brilliance. On the whole, this is a modern version of a Gothic church. It was Gaudí’s
declared goal to optimise the structural system of Gothic architecture. Of course, Gaudí uses the Catalan solution, which is a mixture of a basilica and a hall church. In these churches that have tall, slim piers, the nave
rises up only slightly above the aisles. The interior structures of Gaudí’s church are braced by the galleries,
which shorten the buckling lengths of the piers.

Figure 12 (left): Model 1:25, plaster, brass, wood, study 2002-2008, institute of Architectural History; Figure 13
(right). CNC supported model construction 2008. Reconstruction: R. Graefe, L. Demjanov. Digital model and
preparation: institute of Architectural History, University Innsbruck, Thomas Grabner and team. Physical model:
workshop of the Faculty of Architecture, University Innsbruck, Ernest Hager and team 2008
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The double-layer construction of many parts of the building also has a bracing effect. The concept of using
multiple layers is, in fact, a typical feature of Gothic design. Stability against horizontal loads would undoubtedly be the main problem of this lean stone skeleton, which, in addition, stands on thin, rickety stone legs. Not
a thing must stir.
The inversion of the catenary to determine structural forms that endure almost pure compression: Gaudí was
the first to accept and use these structural forms as architectural forms. It’s interesting, and sometimes amusing, to look at how he handles these self-generating forms. Above all how he deals with the tricky nature of
these hanging structures that hang like a bag and, once inverted, look like a pudding that’s been turned out
of its mould. The weight of the towers pulls the structure apart in the longitudinal direction. Additional weights
produce steeper forms elsewhere. The pointed form of the lightweight rib construction of the polygonal spires
that we see in the model, for example, is only achieved if a considerable number of weighted bags are
added on top. So, heavy, solid tower spires were planned for the construction of the church. We have not yet
further investigated the negative effect they would have on the load-bearing structure.

Figure 14: Interior of the church. Reconstruction R. Graefe, L. Demjanov. Drawing: Aleksandra Ignatova 2008
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We might not have completed our reconstruction until now if it hadn't been for the fact that 2008 marked the
100th anniversary of the start of construction work on the church. The diocese museum of Barcelona inquired
whether it would be possible to open a permanent exhibition displaying the findings of our research to celebrate the occasion. That put us back on track. And a whole series of fortunate incidents enabled us to finish
the project. Our Faculty got a new workshop with a team of professional model-makers just in time. In a concerted effort with dedicated and highly qualified students, everyone worked extremely hard on the project.
We’re all very proud of the result. The figure 13 shows the front view of the church. We have also reconstructed
the ground surrounding the church, which was landscaped by Gaudí.
Our reconstruction mainly represents the shell of the building. Many of the details of the exterior décor and the
interior appointments could not be re-established by our team or had not been completed by Gaudí himself.
So the reconstruction does have some limitations. But for the first time we have the whole design of Gaudí’s
small church before us!
The drawing (fig. 14) might give you a different impression of the interior of the church than the photos of the
model. I hope that I have given you an idea of the structural and design aspects of this extraordinary design.
We have been able to reconstruct Gaudí’s church design with a degree of completeness and accuracy that
was not expected. I think a presentation like mine can only give you an inkling of the wonderfulness, strangeness and complexity of this structure. A more detailed description and explanation of our findings will be published in our book.
At any rate, this is a masterpiece of the Catalan architect. I greatly regret that Gaudí was not able to complete the building. But I must say that I'm not exactly overcome by grief because if he had completed it, we
would not have been able to this exciting research project. It is obvious how important this design is in the history of European architecture. The new image of the church requires a new appreciation. By recovering the
design we have filled the gap in the overall body of works completed by the Catalan architect. This design,
however, cannot and should not be used as a basis for further construction work on the church. The crypt in
Colónia Güell must be preserved as a torso. It must first be restored as an architectural monument and then
preserved.
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